PRESS RELEASE
Fit on piano with PIANOFIT®: music stand for grand piano moves notes closer to the keys
The music stand of a grand piano is positioned significantly higher than that of a piano. For
many musicians, the distance between the musical text and keys seems too great. This
complicates the pianistic implementation of the musical text, turning the page and can lead
to bad posture. Not only amateurs, but also professionals see a need for correction here.
The patented PIANOFIT® PREMIUM solves these problems in an elegant way. The music
stand can be used both on the closed and opened grand piano.
The new, improved mechanism ensures easy handling, since the music stand can be
adjusted from the folded state by simply pulling it out in height and angle. Once positioned,
it is locked at the same time and can also be loaded with heavier music tapes.
Pianists, educators and piano accompanists as well as educational institutions, orchestras
and music theaters are addressed as users on the professional level. On a private level,
the purchase is particularly worthwhile for children and families, whose wings are used by
several generations.
The dimensions are 62x40x11cm, the weight is approx. 6kg. The standard version of the
desk is made of acrylic glass, stainless steel and brass and costs € 599 including VAT plus
shipping costs in our webshop.
All PIANOFIT® products are manufactured exclusively in Germany, including the DUO
model, which has a larger width for playing four hands, for example, and is unfolded at a
specified height.
The dimensions are 80x32x7cm. The standard version of DUO is also made of acrylic
glass. It costs € 399 including VAT plus shipping costs.
On customer's request, we can also manufacture both stands in wood, painted in RAL
colors.There are additional protective wool felt bags for both models. They cost € 249 or €
199 including VAT.
Hotline: +49 (0) 211 91312894
Webshop: www.pianofit.de

